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News

Timber company’s fine axed
By Marcel Tetrault

involved in the process.
But he said the council has since
changed their policy and in future
complainants will be notified when
reports are complete and kept
informed of requests for reconsideration.
“The process that we were following at the time, there wasn’t an allowance in there for the complainant,” he
said.
“Subsequently we have re-looked at
the process, and moving forward, the
council is now going to allow a complainant an opportunity to make a
statement. That’s not a regulation, it’s
more of a policy.”
Macpherson emphasized that
although the remediation order in the
initial determination is no longer in
effect, TimberWest has complied with
it.
“All the remediation that might
have been ordered or needed to be
done has been done,” he said. “The
good news is that it did not have a
major environmental impact.”
mtetrault@comoxvalleyecho.com

Echo Staff

A $35,000 fine levied against
TimberWest for contravening forestry
regulations in the Comox Valley
watershed has been rescinded.
The forestry company was fined
after all of the trees were removed
along one bank of a 200-metre section
of Beech Creek, a creek that not only
contains resident trout but also flows
into Comox Lake, the drinking water
supply for more than 30,000 local
people.
Nobody, including TimberWest,
disputes that removal of the trees contravened the Private Managed Forest
Land Act, the regulation that governs
logging in that area.
Under the act in force at the time,
20 trees should have been left standing along each 100 metres of creek to
maintain bank stability and protect
the water from debris coming from
clearcut areas behind the trees.
As every tree was removed along
the 200-metre stretch, it was determined that two contraventions had
occurred, each carrying a maximum
penalty of $25,000. The Private
Managed Forest Land Council levied a
$35,000 fine.
But TimberWest appealed, successfully arguing that, for their part, they
had exercised due diligence and the
violation was beyond their control.
“It’s clear that there obviously was
an error on the part of the contractor
that was harvesting in that area,” said
TimberWest manager of public affairs
Steve Lorimer. “When we initially
became aware of that we dealt with it
immediately.”
Although the removal of the trees is
characterized as an ‘error,’ the report
on the incident notes that the contractor “mistakenly believed that he had
been authorized to remove the trees
within the buffer.”
Asked how the contractor could
have come to that mistaken belief,
Lorimer said that any instruction to
the logger to remove the trees did not
come from TimberWest’s authorized
contract supervisor.
“What I can tell you is that in the
pre-work review that was done with
our contract supervisor ... it was clear
that the buffer zone was there,” he
said. “There may have been some
discussions that went on previous to
that, but not with the authorized contract supervisor.
“Our contract management system
is very clear in who is authorized to
provide direction to the contractor,
and that would be the contract supervisor only. He did not provide any of
that sort of authorization.”
Other reasons put forward by
PMFLC in their reconsideration to
rescind the fine included that
“TimberWest promptly cleaned up
and planted the affected area,” and
that “fish habitat and water quality ...
were not significantly impacted during or since logging.”
The contravention was initially
self-reported by TimberWest in July
of 2005. PMFLC executive director
Stuart Macpherson conducted a helicopter reconnaissance of the area that
November but did not initiate a full
investigation.
“The inspection, at that point, was

Two men were arrested immediately after an alleged break-in
and theft from the OK Tire and
Auto Service store on Madrona
Place, off Lerwick Road in
Courtenay.
At about 10:20 p.m. last
Sunday, the RCMP responded to
an alarm triggered at the premises and police watched as a
vehicle was driven away from
the premises soon after.
Moments later, the RCMP
stopped the vehicle and the two
occupants, Daryn James Nicklen
(32) and William Edwin Waller
(30), were subsequently charged
with break, enter and theft; possession of stolen property; and
possession of break-in tools.
They have since been released
on bail with conditions, including that they must have no contact with each other. Both are
also subject to a curfew order.

Wing trekkers prepare
for Nijmegen Marches
Logging along bank of Beech Creek; trees were supposed to have been left

“Through some kind
of sophistry, they’re
allowing TimberWest
to be let off.”
— Will Koop, B.C. Tap Water Alliance
just looking at the environmental
impact of the event,” said Macpherson,
noting that a registered professional
biologist confirmed that the environmental impact was minimal.
“We saw what happened there. It
was recognized as a problem, we just
didn’t get into the formal investigation
that we did later.”
Macpherson told the Echo that he
did notice that all the trees were missing on one side of the creek and he
knew it was a violation of the act.
But a full investigation did not
begin until a complaint was received
from the B.C. Tap Water Alliance in
May of 2007, one-and-a-half years
later.
The man who filed the complaint,
Will Koop, is not impressed with the
results.
“I was stunned by what I saw
there,” he said. “I’m still shocked, in
fact I’m deeply shocked. I’m shocked

because it’s such a clear violation.
What kind of message does this send
out to other people?”
Koop said he felt the initial report
done by PMFLC was accurate. It is the
reversal of the decision he finds hard
to accept.
“I think that the reasons provided
by the council in its reconsideration
are irrelevant, you can quote me on
that,” he said. “These are things to
mask what happened.
“Through some kind of sophistry,
they’re allowing TimberWest to be let
off.”
Koop was also not informed when
the report triggered by his complaint
was completed last September, nor
was he told that TimberWest was
appealing the decision.
“I think that what they did is they
hid this report from the public,” said
Koop. “I have a right to get involved
in the appeal process. When
TimberWest filed its submissions for
an appeal, I was not advised of this.
“(PMFLC) only heard from the
company, not from the complainant. I
would have been able to review their
submission and critique it.
“This is very shadowy, so I’m very
concerned about this.”
Macpherson said that, under the
act, the land owner has a right to
request a reconsideration, but the
complainant has no right to be

Trilogy at Cumberland
Trilogy representative Kelly Gesner
will be at Bickle House
Monday, 7 April 2008
2 - 5 p.m.
Information is also available on Trilogy’s
website: www.trilogyatcumberland.com

A Tribute to Mothers
& Daughters
Portrait Exhibition

Van’s Portraits is celebrating the
deep and profound bond that exists
between Mothers and Daughters with
a portrait exhibition.
Over and over we hear, “this is
something I’ve always wanted”.

Instant arrest
after alleged
break-in

We are looking for at least 20 to
30 people to participate in this project. A session fee will not be charged
for any of the participants and photographs done for the show will be
available at special one-time prices.

!ife%s (motions...
Inspired 2y 4ou
VISIT OUR NEW LOCATION - 4655 MADRONA PLACE, COURTENAY

If you or someone you know would
like to participate. PLEASE CALL US
IMMEDIATELY, we need to conclude
booking soon in order to be ready for our
show.
We would like to include a variety of
age groups as well as multi-generations.

Give us a call today.

338-5666

www.vansportraits.com

If you see a slow-moving vehicle in
the Valley consisting of lots of green
serge with a couple of bright orange
vests marking the front and rear, please
drive slowly and give them a wide
berth.
The vehicle is a group of 16 personnel from 19 Wing who are training for
the 92nd Nijmegen Marches, a fourday, 160-kilometer walk in combat
gear with a 10-kilogram load in the
Netherlands.
The team will be whittled down to
10 marchers and a team leader who
will make the trip to Nijmegen for the
Marches, which takes place this year
from July 15 to July 18.
The team will be spotted marching
on Comox (Dyke) Road as well as on

Ryan Road and, as the big date
approaches, they will make the 40-kilometre trek all the way to Campbell
River up the Old Island Highway.
“We’re going to be marching on the
road, we’re not going on the sidewalk,” said 19 Wing public affairs
officer 2nd Lieut. Rick Longpre, urging
motorists to please be wary and treat
the formation as a slow-moving vehicle.
Canadians have had a strong presence at the event since 1952. Canadian
forces liberated the area around
Nijmegen during the Second World
War. There is a large Canadian cemetery nearby, the final resting place for
over 2,300 Canadian soldiers and airmen.

Edmonton trade mission
(Continued from page A5)
He praised both the Comox Valley
Chamber of Commerce and Comox
Valley Airport Commission for their way
they got behind such promotions.
“Between us we can make things happen in this Valley,” he said.
He also thanked civic leaders were
showing their support, with Courtenay
Mayor Starr Winchester, Comox Mayor
Jim Brass, and Cumberland Mayor Fred
Bates (also chair of the Regional District)

attending the reception with some of
their elected officials and staff.
In addition to business and tourism
links, Watson said cultural ties were also
important, as both Edmonton and the
Comox Valley had been designated
Cultural Capitals of Canada last year.
Mayor Winchester told the reception:
“We love our relationship with Edmonton
and we couldn’t have it without WestJet.
Have a wonderful time and keep coming
back.”
pround@comoxvalleyecho.com

Looking for a fun

Fun$ Raising I$eaHow about a Charity BBQ/Car wash where all
the BBQ and Car wash supplies are provided to
your organization FREE. Every Saturday until
September Ford Country along with great
sponsors like Quality Foods will provide food,
the BBQ, car wash supplies and the location.
You provide the people and the enthusiasm
and keep all the money raised.
Interested?
Call 334-3161 and
ask for Carol, Sylvie or Denise.
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